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1. Introduction. This paper continues the development started in [8] of a

geometric theory of nonlinear approximation. The first part develops the geometry

of finite-dimensional Minkowski spaces with regard to tangents and normals (§2)

and curvature (§3) of submanifolds. The second part concerns metric projections

on submanifolds of such spaces. Several basic, but known or easy, results are

stated (§4) in addition to the principal result of this paper, a local uniqueness

theorem (§5). It states: Let ^ be a closed submanifold of a smooth Minkowski

space and let J5" have curvature bounded on compact subsets of J5". Then there is a

neighborhood ¿Fuof ¿F such that every point in ^ has a unique projection onto IF.

Quantitative results are also given. The next part (§6) presents a relation between

the topological nature of & and that of the set of points which do not have a

unique projection onto J5". The final part (§7) contains remarks on the direction of

study for nonmanifold problems. These problems include the most interesting ones

of nonlinear approximation.

2. Results concerning tangents and normals. We consider a Banach space Bm of

dimension m. The norm is denoted by || || and the ball with center b0 and radius

p is

S(b0,p) = {b\ \\b-bo\\ < P}.

Its boundary is the sphere 8S(b0, p) and its closure is the closed ball S(b0, p). If bx

and b2 are distinct points then the set of points of the form (1 - X)bx + Xb2 form for

-oo < A < oo    the line l(bx, b2) through bx and b2,

0 ^ A < oo    the ray r(b±, b2) from bx through b2,

O ¿ A ̂  1     the segment s(bx, b2) from bx to b2.

Aflat is the translate of a subspace and a hyperplane is an (m— l)-dimensional flat.

The hyperplane H is a hyperplane of support of S(b0, p) if 8S(b0, p) n H is not

empty but S(b0, p) n 77 is empty. If S(bQ, p) possesses a unique hyperplane 77 of

support at a point b e 8S(b0, p), then Z7 is a tangent plane of S(b0, p) at b.
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The space 7im is a Minkowski space if the closed unit ball S(0, 1) is strictly convex

and Bm is smooth if S(0, 1) possesses a tangent plane at each point of «9S(0, 1).

Let F be a closed subset of 7im. The distance of b e Bm from F is

||/}-JH| = min \f-b\.ii n      /gjr ii j      n

The projection operator P& associates with each point be Bm the set

PAb) = {fi\fieF,\\b-f\\ = ||6-.F||}.

The subscript F may be deleted when no ambiguity arises. The points P&ifi) are

projections of b onto F.

We begin the less standard definitions with

Definition 1. Let I and k be two lines in Bm which intersect at b0. The line I is

perpendicular to k (written l±_k) if

bo = P,(b)

for every bek. IflJ_k then k is transversal to I.

If L is a flat, then l\L means that / is perpendicular to every line in L. Perpen-

dicularity is not symmetric in general and it is known, for m>2, that complete

symmetry of perpendicularity implies that Bm is a Hubert space.

One may establish [1].

Lemma 1. Let F<=Bm, b0^F andp e Pp(b0). Then

(i) p e P^(b)fior every b e s(p, b0),

(ii) i/7im is Minkowskian, then

p = PAb)

for every b = (l-\)p+Xb0 with OSA< 1.

It is very useful to have a measure of "angle" between two lines. It appears

difficult to define such a concept in Minkowski geometry which has the many

properties of angle in Euclidean geometry. Let / and k intersect at ¿»0 and let

8S(b0, 1) n / = {bx, b2},   8S(b0, l)nk = {cx, c2}.

Definition 2. The angle between two lines I and k which intersect is

0(1, k) = min ||¿>,-cj,       i,j = 1, 2.

For a general development of Minkowski geometry, one would replace the distance

|| ¿>( - c, || by the geodesic distance from ¿»¡ to c¡ on the sphere 8S(b0, 1). However, the

present definition leads to considerable technical simplification in this context.

The next lemma establishes some basic properties of angles and triangles. We

consider the triangle formed by the points bx, b2, and ¿»3 and set

¿i2 = l(bi, b2),   l23 = l(b2, b3),   lX3 = l(bx, b3).
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Lemma 2. Assume that Bm is Minkowskian.

(i) The angle 9 of Definition 2 is a metric.

(ii) Let l23±l12, then

||*2-è3|| = \\bx-b3\\9(lx2,lx3)-

(iii) Let l23_Ll12. Then there is a constant 0<K<oo so that

\\b2-b3\\ iK\\bx-b2\\9(lx2,l13).

(iv) Let %l be a closed cone in Bm with vertex bx, assume b3 $*€ and let b2 e P^(b3).

Then there is an t), 0 < r¡ ;£ 1, so that

0(/l3, he   =   ̂ (/13, l(bx, b))

for any b e ^.

(v) Let || bx — b21| = || bx — b3 \ = 1. Then there is a constant r¡ > 0 so that

11*3-hiII = -"0(1x2, ha)-

Proof, (i) It is clear that 8(1, A:) = 0 if and only if l=k. Consider three lines h, l2, l3

and associated points bit c¡, and dit i= 1, 2. Since 8S(b0, 1) is centrally symmetric,

we may assume that the points c¡ which minimize ||Z?j — c¡|| and ||c¡ —í/;|| (1,7= 1, 2)

are the same, say Cx for concreteness. Then

\\bi-d,\\ <: \\bi-Cx\\ + \\cx-dj\\

for any i and j and the triangle inequality is established,

(ii) Let

b'2 = bx + (b2-bx)\\b3-bx\,    b'3 = bx + (b3-bx)\\b3-bx\.

Then b'3 e 8S(bx, 1) and b'2 is a closest point on l12 to b'3. Hence

0(/i3,/i2)= Ws-b'A = \\b3-b2\\l\\b3-bx\\

which establishes the inequality,

(iii) Write the inequality as

\\b2-b3\\l\\bx-b2\\ ¿K8(l12,h3)

and then normalize the triangle so that ||¿>j. — ¿>2|| = 1. The line /13 intersects 8S(bx, 1)

at a point b3 and

0(h2, ha) = ||*2-631|-

We now show that there is an -n so that

||*2-*3||/||*2-*3l   =   r,   >   0.

Set *2 = *i + (*2-*i)/||*i-*3|| and then ||*2-*3|| â ||*2-*3|| or

||*2-*3||/||*2-*3«   =   l/ll*l-*3||-
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If ||¿»i-¿»3¡ <1, then 77 = 1 suffices. If ||¿»i-Z»3¡ ̂ 1, then

_L_>_1
ll*i-*a II       l+||*a-*s| + ||6a-*all

For b2^b3, the number ||62 — 63II / II62 — ¿3II is a continuous positive function of b2

and ¿»3. Further

Lim    fr-r-fl = 1
llt>2 — t>3ll —0   j|02 — O3 ||

and hence ||62 — ¿áll/H^a- 631 is a continuous positive function for all b2, b3 in the

compact set 8S(bx, 1). Thus it has a positive minimum value which we take for r¡.

Set K= I/77 and the desired inequality is established.

(iv) We assume that the triangle is normalized so that ||6i —ô3| = L Then for

b e 8S(bx, 1) n <€ we have

Since

we may take

0(lx3,l(bx,b))= II6 - A3 II ̂  II62-¿3II •

\\(bx-b3)\\b2-bx\\+b2-bx\
6(li2,113)

V =

\\b2-bx\\

\\b2-bx\\ \\b2-b3

\\(bx-b3)\\b2-bx\\+b2-bx\
> 0.

Simple examples show that one cannot always take r¡ = 1.

(v) Consider bx fixed and the function

t(b2,b3)=^-l^-^-b'^
6(1x2, ¡is)      \\b3-b2\\

where b2 is the closest point in lX2 to ¿»3. Clearly <f>¿ 1 and <^>0 for b2¥=b3. Set

b'x = b2 + (b3-b2)¡\\b2-b'2\\

and note that

ll*í-6i || = l^-M/ll^-M-

If <f> tends to zero with ||62 —631| then, since

11*2 —63II- II ¿2-63II    =    II62-62II   =    ¡62 —63II + H62-63II.

we have that |¡¿»i — bx\\ tends to zero. Now b[ e /23 and hence b\ tends to the tangent

plane of «9S(6i, 1) at b3. This implies that the center of this sphere is in a tangent

plane of the sphere, which is contradictory. Hence 4>(b2, b3) is bounded from zero as

IIb2 — b31| tends to zero and «¿(¿>2, 63) is then a positive continuous function for ¿>2, ¿»3

in the compact set 8S(bx, 1). We take -n to be the minimum value of <f> and the proof

is complete.
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Definition 3. The line l0 is a line of support of the set if atj'if'there exist sequences

{fi),{ga<^F sothat

lo =    Lim    /(/, g¡).
ff+f-.íf+f

The support cone of ¿F at fis the union of all lines of support of' & at f.

Note that this double limiting process is stronger than usual definitions of this

type and immediately implies that the support cone depends continuously on f in

the following sense: Denote the support cone at/by ^(/). Then given/e 3F and

£>0 there is a 8>0 so that ||/— g\\ <8 implies that

max min 8(1, k) < e.
le<g{9) keW)

This definition is preliminary to defining tangent planes. Evidently, the support

cone is a closed, connected set of dimension at least that of 3F at / but such

results are not required here. The following result is pertinent. We denote by o(x)

a function such that

Lim (o(x)l\x\) = 0.

Theorem 1. Let <6 be the support cone of & at f. Then for getF

\\g-n = o(\\g-f\\)
as g tends to f.

Proof. Suppose that the result is false. Then there is a sequence {/ | / ->-/}

and an 77 >0 so that

ll/.-cJ fc,|/,-/|

where c¡ e Pt(fi). Consider the triangle formed by / c¡, and /. We have that

l(f, cd — hi-Ll(f, Ci) = l2i. Hence, with l3i = /(/,/) we have from Lemma 2 that

¡/.-cl ^ Wf-CiWea^kd,
or

This implies that

0<-r^r8(l2t,l3i)

and the lines l2i are bounded away from the lines /3i.

Since /iiJ_/2i it follows from Lemma 2 (iv) that there is a p>0 so that for any

ceV

8(l2i,l3i)ïp8(l3i,l(fic)).
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This implies that

8(l3i,l(fic))^71lp(l+r,)>0

for all cet?. Thus the limit of any convergent subsequence of {/3i} is not contained

in t!. This contradicts the definition of # and establishes the theorem.

Definition 4. Let F^Bm be n-dimensional at f. Then F is smooth at f if the

support cone of F at f is an n-dimensional flat T(f). The flat T(f) is called the

tangent plane of F at f.

If F is smooth at every point, then F is said to be smooth. Smoothness of

the space Bm is thus equivalent to smoothness of 3S(0, 1). It appears likely that the

word flat is superfluous in this definition. The remark following Definition 3

implies that the tangent plane varies continuously if F is smooth.

If J5" is a submanifold of class C1 of Bm, then F has a tangent space at each point.

It is apparent that the tangent plane defined above may be taken as a concrete

realization of the tangent space. This fact induces naturally a norm into the tangent

space and makes it a Banach space. Furthermore, the tangent space (as a Banach

space) inherits many properties from the space Bm (e.g., smoothness, strict con-

vexity). The standard definition of the tangent space is somewhat different and thus

some analysis is required to show that the tangent plane and tangent space of a

submanifold F may be identified.

The primary use of the tangent plane is as a "local approximation." The next

theorem establishes a fundamental property in this respect and is complementary

to Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. 7« the Minkowski space Bm let F be smooth at fand I be a line through

f in the tangent plane T(f) of F at f. Then, for be I, we have

\b-F\\=o(\b-fi\)

as b tends to f.

Proof. Suppose that the result is false. Then there is a sequence {b{ | /j»¡ e /, bt -^fi}

and an ?» > 0 so that

\\bi-F\\ > 7,16,-/11.

Consider a point g e 8S(fi ||6,-/|) n F. We have that

l|64-g|| è ?|WI.    6(l,l(fig)) = jjl^J ^ , > 0.

Now since F is smooth, the tangent plane T(fi) is the union of all lines

Lim   l(fig)
\v>g-n -*o

for all such g. This implies that / £ T(f), which is contradictory and establishes the

result.

Examples show that this result is not always valid if F is not smooth at /
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Corollary. Let & be a smooth subset of the Minkowski space Bm and let G be a

compact subset of ' &'. Then, with the notation of Theorems 1 and 2,

\b-n = o(\b-f\), \g-T(f)\ = o(\g-f\)

uniformly in G.

Proof. We consider the second relation only ; the first follows in a similar manner.

Let <P(f 8) denote the maximum angle 8(l(f b), l(fi g)) for b e T(f) and g e F

and ||/—g|| ¿ 8. We extend the definition to 8 = 0 by continuity, i.e., <p(f, 0) = 0.

Since 3F is smooth, the tangent plane T(f) depends continuously on / and thus

<p(fi 8) is a continuous function of the variables / and S defined on the compact

product space of G and [0, 1]. Hence <p(fi 8) is uniformly continuous, and given

£>0 there is an r¡>0 so that 8<t? implies that \<p(fi 8)-<p(fi0) \=<p(f, 8)<e.

Since ||g-F(/)|| ^ \\g-f\\<p(f, 8) the result is established.

The following technical result is required later. Let S=S(b, 1) and let H be a

hyperplane of support of S at/ e 8S. For any flat T which contains/set

8(T) = max min 8(l(f t), l(f «)).
ter     heH

This might be interpreted as the "angle" from F to 77.

Lemma 3. Let Bm be a smooth Minkowski space. If 8(T) > 0 then there is a t* eT

with || /— t * || = 1 and a A0 > 0 (independent off) so that for 0 < A < A0,

f+X(t*-f)eS(b, 1).

Proof. Choose t* eT and «* e H at distance 1 from / so that

8(T) = 8(l(ft *),/(/,«*)).

The choice of t * is not unique and we choose t* so that t* is on the same side of

Hash. There is a Aj >0 so that for A^ At the line through/-|- X(t*-/) perpendicular

to 77 intersects 8S in two points. Let g(X) denote the one closest to 77 i.e.,

l(f+X(t*-f),g(X))±H.
From Lemma 2 to have an r¡ > 0 so that

\\f+K**-f)-H\\ ä VX8(T)

and from Theorem 1 we have

|g(A)-77|| =o(\\g(X)-f ||).

Given £ > 0 there is a 8(e) > 0 so that for || g(X) —/1| < 8(e) we have

o(\\g(X)-f\\)ïe\\g(X)-f\\.

Thus for ||g(A)-/|| < 8(e) we have

||g(A)-77|| ïe[\\h(X)-f\\ + \\g(X)-H\\]
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where h(X) = l(fi+X(t*-f), g(X)) n 77. It is seen that

||6(A)-zu g Ao+,#cr»
and if we take

£o = 7,0(r)/(2+(r)+2)0(r)),

then for ¡|g(A) —/1| g 8(e0) we have

k(A)-77|| í 77A0(r)/2.

It is clear that ||g(A)—/|| tends to zero as A tends to zero. Thus given 8>0 there

is a A(8)>0 so that A^ A(8) implies that \\g(X)-f\\^8. Take A0 = A(S(e0)) and then

for 0 < A < A0

\\g(X)-H\\ S XV8(T)I2 < ¡f+X(t*-f)-H\\

and hence/-! X(t*—f) e S. This concludes the proof.

Let Tj and U be subspaces of Bm.

Lemma 4. Assume that

Lim Ti = U
i-. CO

and {/¡} is a sequence of lines with liA.T¡. If I is any limiting line o/{/¡} then l\_U.

Proof. We may assume that the l¡ pass through the origin 0 of Bm since perpen-

dicularity is unaffected by translation. Given /, take {/} to be a convergent sub-

sequence with limit / and choose points b e I, bte lt with ||6|| = ||6¡|| = 1 and b{ -*■ b.

Suppose that for

« e Pu(b)

we have ||w-6|| < 1. Denote by tt points in £¡ closest to u with ||rf|| = ||«[|. Then

\\bi-tiW = I6.-6II + ||6-K|| + |"-'il-

Now ||í¡ —m|| tends to zero since f tends to U and

\\bi-ti\\ =  \\b-u\\+o(l).

For / sufficiently large this contradicts /tJLZi and establishes the lemma.

The next theorem establishes the intuitively desirable result that projections on a

smooth submanifold are also projections onto the tangent planes of the submanifold.

Theorem 3. Assume that F is smooth at fand

fePAb).

Denote by T(f) the tangent plane of F at fi. Then l(b,f)±T(f).

Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., that/is not a projection of 6 onto T(f). Let t

be such a projection and consider a point c in the interior of s(fi b) and denote by

tx its projection onto T. See Figure 1. Further choose

gcPAtx).
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If Bm is not strictly convex then t and rx might not be uniquely determined. However

once t is chosen, the point tx may be chosen so that

lki-/ll/lk-/|| = ||i-/||/ii*-/||.

Figure 1. The construction of Theorem 3

The points t', t[ are determined on the segment s(b,f) so that

|*-f| = ||*-F||,    \\c-tx\\ = \\c-t'x\\.

We have from Theorem 2 and the triangle inequality that, as || /- èx |

\\c-g\\  g n «dl/-Ml)

0,

\\C-tx\\   "   "   '       \\C-tx\\

Since ||/-F || >0, we have that |/-fi| |/-F|| = ||/-f| ||/-/i| and

o(\\f-tx\\) = o(\\f-t'x\\).

We have from Lemma 1 and our contrary assumption that

\\c-g\[ ̂  \\c-f\\    _ ! , Il/-/il
l|C—/ill   -   DC-?!

These three relations combine to give

c-h

n^Z-MIK,, U-t'x\
llc-íiii Ik—'il
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as II /- t'x II tends to zero (i.e., as c tends to /). This is impossible and thus the

contrary assumption is untenable.

The following useful result is readily established [1].

Lemma 5. Let T be a flat in the Minkowski space Bm. Then every point be Bm

has a unique representation

b = t+tL,

where t = PT(b) e T and t1 = (b — t) is perpendicular to T.

We define normals and normal rays of a submanifold of 7im as follows.

Definition 5. Let T(f) be the tangent plane of F at f. If fe I and l\T(f),

then I is a normal line of F at f. The set of normal lines of F at f is the normal

set of F at f. If l(fi b)\T(f), then the ray r(fi b) is the normal ray of F at f

through b.

Note that if F is smooth then the tangent plane and normal set of F at/depend

continuously on / Simple examples in B3 show that the normal set need not be a

flat. Other simple properties of normals are given by the following readily

established lemma.

Lemma 6. Let T be a subspace of the Minkowski space Bm and let N(t) be the

normal set of T at t. Then

N(t) = N(0) + t.

If T is a line then N(0) separates Bm into two arcwise connected sets.

3. Curvature in Minkowski geometry. We are interested in determining con-

ditions under which a point b e Bm has a unique projection on a submanifold.

Simple examples in B2 show that smoothness of F is not sufficient for such a

study nor is the knuwledge of the Euclidean curvature of F at a point/. Attempts

to define an adequate concept of curvature in non-Riemannian spaces have not

been particularly successful. As pointed out by Buseman [1], the reason for this is

that curvature plays many roles in Riemannian geometry and it is unreasonable to

expect that there is a single concept which plays all these roles in a more general

context.

Intuitively, we are interested in measuring how "fast" F is bending with respect

to the spheres in Bm. For one-dimensional submanifolds of a Minkowski space B2,

the classical intrinsic definition of curvature can be directly generalized. In B2

denote by C(bx, b2, 63) the circle (the boundary of a ball) which passes through

bx, b2, and 63 and denote its radius by p(bx, b2, 63). We have

Definition 6. Let B2 be a Minkowski 2-space. The curve F<=B2 is said to have

radius of curvature patfeFif

p =     Lim     p(bx, b2, b3).
01.02.03-*/

The curvature of F at fis 11 p.
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Note that this definition involves the intrinsic nature of B2 much more deeply

than does that of the tangent line.

This definition does not readily generalize for « > 2 and we use rather the follow-

ing construction. Let r(fi b) he a normal ray of J*" at/through b. For any sequence

{/( | / eF} we associate a sequence dSt = 8Si(bi, pi) where bx er, p{= ||/-¿>¡|| and

/ e 8S¡. If such a sphere 8St does not exist, we set p¡= +oo.

Definition 7. The radius of curvature of'IF at f in the direction r(fi b) is p(fi r)

if (i) for every sequence {/} so that f ->fwe have

Lim inf Pi £ p(fi r)
fi—f

and (ii) for some sequence {/} so that f -> fwe have

Lim Pi = p(f r).
t\-*f

The curvature a(f r) of F' at f in the normal direction r(f b) is l¡p(f, r). The

curvature ofF' at fis

a(f) = max p(f r)
T

far all rays r in the normal set of F at f.

In Euclidean geometry there is a well-known relationship between curvature and

the contact of a submanifold with its tangent plane. Our results in Theorems 1 and

2 for smooth manifolds are the direct analogs of similar results in Euclidean space.

However, simple examples show that the usual Euclidean relationship between

curvature and order of contact does not extend to the present context in a familiar

form.

In order to study this more carefully, we consider the unit sphere 8S(0, 1) along

with one of its tangent planes 77 at / Let / be a line in 77 through / and for he I

take g(h) e 8S so that

« = PH(g(h)).

We assume that Bm is Minkowskian and smooth, so that H and « are uniquely

determined. Set x= ||«-/|| and the function

Aito - k(«)-Z7||

measures the height of 8S above Z7. Consider another sphere 8S0 of radius p and

with 77 as tangent plane at/6 8S0. Denote the analogous height function by hp(x)

and we see

K(x) = phx(x/p).

The function hx(x) describes the contact of 8S with its tangent plane at/

Let F have curvature a(f r)<oo at/in the direction r. Then for some sequence

{/}

Lim I/ft = a(f, r)
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in the notation of Definition 7. Equivalently, as i -*■ co,

O) pi = p(fir)(l+o(l)).

For this sequence consider points g¡ e 8S(b, p(fi r)) n /¡ where b e r(fi b) and /, is a

line parallel to r passing through/.

Theorem 4. Let Bm be Minkowskian and smooth and let {/} be a sequence in

Faß™ so that (1) holds. If

(2) unmgm-x
t-.o «i(x)

for any choice of I, then

\\fii-H\\ = \\gi-H\\+o(\\gi-H\).

Proof. From (1) we have with p* = p(fi r),

KMd = i^T)Äi(^(1+°(1))) = \f*-«\

where Xi=\\f-P„(gù\\, g,edS(bt, /»¡)- Thus

||/-i7|| = p*hx(^(l+o(l))yp*o(l)hx(f*(l + o(l)))

hx(Xi(l+Q(l))lp*) f hx(Xj(l+Q(l))lp*)]
~hAti)     hJxTp^)     +M*.)[o(i)—ä^/7ö     J"

The hypothesis (2) on the behavior of hx(x) implies then

hp¡(Xi) = hAXi)[l+0(l)]

or, equivalently,

II/-ÍÍII = \\gi-H\\+o(\\gi-H\\).

Corollary 1. If (2) holds andfi ->f, then

\\fi-H\\ S Igl-H|| +o(\\gl-H||)

with the terminology of Theorem 4.

A short calculation establishes

Corollary 2. If hx(x) is continuously differenliable and there is a constant

M< co so that

1    dhx(x)     M

hx(x)    dt    = x

holds for all x>0 and all lines I, then

\\fi-H\\ ^ 11^-771+0(11^-77«)

a«c7 equality holds for any sequence {/}/or which (1) is valid.
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Corollary 3. Let IF be a submanifold of m-dimensional Lp space, l<p<co,

which has curvature a(fi r) < oo at f in the direction r. With the terminology of

Theorem 4 we have

\\f-H\\ g ||gj-Z7||+0(||^-ZZ||)

and equality holds for any sequence {f} for which (1) is valid.

The following example shows that there are situations where IF has curvature

a(f, r) < oo at/and yet the order of contact of F with its tangent plane is different

from the order of contact that the sphere 8S(b, I ¡a), ber, \\b— f\\ = l¡a, makes

with its tangent plane. Take B2 where the circle 8S((0, 1), 1) is explicitly given by

hx(x) = e-llM"

for x^xx. The curve F is given by

f(x)=g(x)exp(-[g(x)l\x\]p).

For g(x) = l + \x\q, q<p, we have

^\\g(x)-H\\ -°'

for g(x) = 1 - \x\", q <p we have

jl/M-^fj
,™ \\g(x)-H\\

00.

4. Projections on submanifolds. The principal questions concerning projections

on submanifolds are those of the existence, uniqueness and characterization of

projections. In this section we present several results pertinent to these questions.

All but one, Theorem 7, of these results are known or readily established.

Theorem 5. Every point in Bm has a projection on F if and only if F is closed.

Definition 8. A sphere 8S(b, p) is a sphere of support of F at f if F n S(b, p)

is empty andfe 8S(b, p).

Theorem 6. We have

fePAb)

if and only if the sphere 8S(b, \\b—f ||) is a sphere of support of F at f.

The following are examples of direct corollaries of this theorem.

Corollary 1. Let F be convex. Then

fePAb)

if and only if F and 8S(b, \\b — F\\) have a common hyperplane of support at f.

Corollary 2. Let F be smooth. Then

fePAb)
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only if the tangent plane of F at fis in a hyperplane of support ofSS(b, \\b—f ||) atf.

Furthermore b is in the normal set of F atf.

Corollary 3. Let F be smooth and Bm be a smooth Minkowski space. If

fiePAb),

then fio is a critical point ofi\b — f\ [5].

Theorem 7. 7_ei 7im 6e a Minkowski space and let F<= 7im have bounded curvature.

The sphere 8S(b, ||6—/1|) is a sphere of support of F at fi only ifr(fi b) is a normal

ray and \\b—f || ̂ p(fi r). If r(fi b) is a normal ray and \\b—f || < p(fi r), then there

is an £>0 such that 8S(b, ||6— /||) is a sphere of support of F n S(fi e) atf.

Proof. It is clear that r(fib) is a normal ray if «9S(6, |6-/||) is a sphere of

support at/ Every sphere 8S(b', \\b' -f ||) with b' e r(fi b) and ||6'-/1| < ||6-/1| is

in S(b, ||6—/||) except for the point/. From Definition 7 we have a sequence

{/}<=(£) and associated bt e r(fi b), p¡= ||6¡—/1| so that/ e «9S(6¡, pt) and

Lim pi = p(fi r).
tt->f

Hence if ||6—/| >p(fi r) then for i sufficiently large S(b, \\b— f\\) contains every

point/ and SS(6, ||Z»— /||)is not a sphere of support of F atf. This is contradictory

and establishes the first statement of the theorem.

Assume that ||6— /|| </»(/, r) and r(fi b) is a normal ray of F at / Suppose

8S(b, \\b—f\\) is not a sphere of support of F n S(f, l\i) for infinitely many i.

Then for each of these i, S(b, \\b—f\\) contains a point/ eF with ||/—/|| < l/i.

Consider the spheres 8S(bu pi), bx er(fi b), p¡= \\b¡— f\\ which contain/. Clearly

Pi< II6—/||- The sequence {/} satisfies the requirements of Definition 7 and hence

p(/,r) = LiminfPi^ ||6-/||.

This contradicts ||6—/|| <p(fi r) and establishes the second statement.

A closed subset F of 7im is called a Motzkin set (or a Chebyshev set) if every

point b e Bm has a unique projection onto F.

Theorem 8. Let F be a closed submanifold of a smooth space Bm. Then F is a

Motzkin set only if F is a linear manifold [8].

Corollary 1. Let F be a closed submanifold of a smooth Minkowski space Bm.

Then F is a Motzkin set if and only ifFr is a linear manifold.

Corollary 2. Let F(A, x) be a nonlinear unisolvent approximating function, let

X be a real finite set and [| ||p denote an Lv norm. Then, for 1 <p < co, there exists

a function b(x) defined on X such that

(3) \\b(x)-F(Ax, x)\\p = \\b(x)-F(A2, x)\\p = inf \\b(x)-F(A, x)]|p
A

and Axi^A2.
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Corollary 3. Let F be a nonlinear, closed, locally unisolvent approximating

function, let X be a real finite set and || ||p and L„ norm. Then, for 1 <p< oo, there

exists a function b(x) defined on X so that (3) holds and Ax^A2.

See [6] and [7] for the terminology used in Corollaries 2 and 3.

5. The local uniqueness theorem. The principal result of this paper is to give

sufficient conditions on a submanifold F in order that it have a neighborhood .Fu

of unique projection (i.e., ZV(*) is a single point for b e Fu). It is clear from Theorem

5 that F must be closed (i.e., a closed set). It is believed that these conditions are

also necessary.

Note that we use the differential topology definition of a submanifold (i.e., the

topology on the submanifold is induced by the topology of the containing space

Bm). This implies in particular that every neighborhood TV of / in F contains

F c\S(f, e) for some £ > 0.

Lemma 7. Let F be a closed smooth submanifold of Bm andfe F. Then there is an

e(/)>0 such that geF, ||/— g|| ^e(/) implies that S(g, X)c\F is connected for

allX^E(f).

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is a sequence {g¡ | g¡ -*-/} such that

S(gi, \) n F is disconnected for some A¡;¡ ||g¡—/||. Let Et be a connected com-

ponent of S(gi, Aj) n F which does not contain gx. Since F is a closed manifold

we have 8Etc8S(g¡, A¡) and hence there is a point et e E¡ so that ||g¡-E¡\\ = ||g¡-e¡\\.

By Corollary 2 of Theorem 6 we have that /¿ = /(gi, e¡) is perpendicular to the

tangent plane T(et) of F at e¡. Since F is smooth we have T(ex) -> T(f) and we

have from Lemma 4 that any limit / of {/J has ¡A_T(f). Clearly such a limit exists

and since lt interpolates F at g¡ and et, /<= T(f) by definition. This is a contradiction

and establishes the result.

Corollary. Let G be a compact subset of a closed, smooth submanifold F. Then

there is an £>0, independent of f, so that for fe G, A^e, S(f X) n F is connected.

Proof. Let s(f) be as in Lemma 7. The set

U  S(f £(/))
feG

covers G and hence there is a finite set/, /= 1, 2,..., q so that S(f, e(ft)) covers G.

Take £ = min [e(/,)], i=l,2,...,q.

We consider a closed submanifold F of Bm and compact connected subsets of F

are denoted generically by Y.

Lemma 8. Suppose G is compact and Gc IV Then for any be Bm there exists a

T0 so that

\\b-Y0\\ = inf |*-r|| < oo,

where the infimum is over all Y which contain G.
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Proof. Denote inf ||6 —T|| by d and let r¡ be the connected component of

F n S(6, d+l/i) which contains G. It is clear that dtü\\b — Fx\\<oo. Further

ri + 1cr¡ and hence {r¡} is a nested sequence of compact connected sets. Thus

r0 = ñ r,
i = 2

is a compact connected set and it clearly contains C7. Since

the proof is complete.

We denote by F* the subset of F

r* = {/|/er, II6-/II = |6-r||}.

Lemma 9. Let Bm be a smooth Minkowski space and F be a smooth submanifold

and G be a compact subset of F. If

\\b-G\\ < ||6-r0|| =inf\\b-F\\ =d<oo,

where the infimum is taken over all F containing G, then there is a point f* e F$ so

that l(b,f*)l_T(f*), where T(f*) is the tangent plane of F atf*.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let 77(/) denote the tangent plane of

8S(b, II6-/II) at/ Consider a point f+t(f) e T(f) such that ||r(/)|| = l and

|| /+/(/) — H(f)\\ is maximized. We choose /(/) so that/+?(/) is on the same

side of H(f) as 6. By Lemma 5 each /(/) may be written as h(f) + n(f) where

f+h(f)eH(f) and n(f)±H(fi). If ||«(/)||=0 then l(b,f)±T(f). Assume that
1W/)I1 >0 for each/e F*. Since ||«(/)|| is continuous and FJ is compact there is

an, so that ||«(/)|| ^>0 for fie F$.

It follows from Lemma 3 that there is a A(||6-/||) so that for 0< A< A(||6-/||)

we have

fi+Xt(fi)eS(b, II6-/I).

It is clear from the homothetic nature of the geometry that A(||¿>—/||) is propor-

tional to ||6-/||. Since G and TJ are compact and ||6 —G|| < ||6 — F$\\ there is an

£i > 0 so that || /— rj || g e ̂  ej implies that || /- G || > 0. We take ex < 1 and set

£ = {/l II/"To*||  <ex}.

Take A0 = min [A(||6-/||)] for \\b-E\\^\\b-f\\éd. Further take

Xx = d-max ||6-/|| > 0

with the maximum taken forfe F0,f<£ E.

For/6 £ we have the following consequences of Theorems 1 and 2. First

||c-77(/)|| g ox(e),   c e S(fi e) n SS(6, ||6-/||).
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Since the closure of E is compact it follows that Ox(e) is independent of / Likewise

\\u-F\\ goa(e),   ueS(fic)nT(f)

and 02(e) is independent of / for feE. The Corollary of Theorem 7 implies that

there is an £0>0 so that for each feF if ASe0 then S(f X) n & is connected.

Choose A2 so that 0 < A < A2 implies that

ox(X), o2(X) g min [e0, ijA/8].

Take

A* = i min [A0, A1; A2]

and forfe Y0, f$ E set

U(f) = S(f VX*I2) n F.

We note for/e £ that iffx,f2 are projections of/+ X*t(f) onto J^, then ||/i—/2||

^ijA*/4 since

||/+A*/(/)-^|| ^ A^/8.

Thus if we choose one such/x and for fe E set

U(f) = S(fx, t?A*/2) n .F,
then we have

u(f) => PAf+Wf))

and t/(/) is a connected open set.

Consider/e E and choose

fx e P?(f+ A*r(/)),   gr e /V(g+A*?(g)).

We have

II/i-fill = I/i-/-A*i(/)|| + ||g1-g-A*?(/)|[ + ||/+A*/(/)-^-A*?(g)||.

Since /(/) is a continuous function on the closure of E, there is a 8j>0 so that

||/— g\\ <8x implies that the third term is less than r?A*/8. Hence, for ||/— g\\ <SX

we have

Wfx-gxW è 3^A*/8.

This implies that if 8 = min [81? A^/8] then, for all/e ro and any g with \\f— g\\ <8,

the set U(f) n 17(g) is not empty.

We now establish for eachfe Y0 that the closure Ü(f) of U(f) is in the open

bailee, d). lff$ Fthis is obvious. Suppose/e Fand let we U(f),pe8S(b, \\b— f\\)

be such that

||«-/»|| =min|k-c7(/)||

with the minimum taken for c e 8S(b, ||¿>—/||). Then

\\u-p\\ g; \\f+X*t(f)-H(f)\\-\\u-f-X*t(f)\\-\\c-H(f)\\

£ ijà*[1/2-1/8-1/8] > 0.
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Since f+X*t(f) e S(b, \\b-f\\) it follows that u e S(b, ||*-/||). Hence we have

Ü(f) c S(b, d).

Set

I\ =   U   U(f).
/er0

It is clear that Yx is compact, Yx contains G and r1<=5(¿) ¿i).

We show that it is also connected. Suppose, to the contrary, that there are

nonempty sets Fl5 F2 open in Yx so that

I\ - Vx U F2

and Vx n F2 is empty. Consider the mapping Af defined on T0 by

M:f=0,    U(f)<= Vx,

= 1,    V(f) e Fa.

The mapping A7 is well defined since U(f) is connected, i.e., g e U(f), g e F¡

implies Ü(f)<^Vt. Further if V(f)<^Vi and Ü(f)n Ü(g) is not empty then

U(g)<^ Fj. If ¡|/— g|] < 8 then i/(/) n U(g) is not empty and hence AZ is continuous.

Since Vx and F2 are not empty, the mapping A7 is onto. Thus Af is a continuous

mapping of T0 onto {0, 1} which contradicts the connectedness of r0. Thus rx is

connected.

We have established that Yx is a compact connected subset of J^ which contains

G and that

He-Till < ||*-r0||.

This contradicts the definition of Y0 and establishes the lemma.

Lemma 10. Let ¿F be a smooth submanifold of a Minkowski space Bm and con-

sider fe F, b e Bm such that l(b,f)_\_T(f). If f is an accumulation point of points

in F n S(b, \\b—f\\), then the radius of curvature p(fi r(f, b)) of F at f in the

direction r(fi b) satisfies

p(fir(fb))g \\b-f\\.

Proof. Consider a sequence {fi}<^¿F r\S(b, \b—/||) so that /->/. Associate

with each/ a point bx e I so that ||*¡—/1| = \\bt— f\\. Then

fieSS^t, Wh-fS <= 5(b, \\b-d\\).

Definition 7 implies immediately that

p(fir(fib))úUm\\bi-f\\ g \\b-d\\.

Theorem 9. Let F be a closed submanifold of a smooth Minkowski space Bm and

assume for each compact subset G of F there is a K so that a(f) g Kg co for fe G.
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Then there is an open neighborhood Fu of F so that every point b eFu has a unique

projection onto F i.e., PAb) is single point.

Note that this does not imply that 8FU is bounded away from F.

Proof. For fie F we have from Lemma 7 that there is an £i>0 so that

S(fi Ex) <~^Fis connected. Let K be the bound on the curvature o(f) in S(f, ex) n F.

Set

e = min [1/3A, exß}.

We show that if b e S(fi e) and b has two projections,/! and/2, onto F, then a

contradiction is reached. It is clear that fx,f2 e S(fi ex) n F. We have S(b, 3e)

=> S(fx, e) and hence S(6, 3c) n F has a compact connected component Fx which

contains the compact set fi u f2. From Lemma 8 we have a compact connected

subset T0 of F so that

||6-r0|| =inf|¿»-r|| = d,
r

where the infimum is taken over all F which contain/! and/2.

If ||o-r0|| = 116-^fl then clearly F0<=8S(b, 116-^1), i.e., ro = r* in the nota-

tion of Lemma 9. It follows from Theorem 3 that l(b,fx)±_T(fx) and we set/* =fix.

If ||6 — F\\ < ||i> —r0|| then Lemma 9 implies that there is a point /* e T* so

that l(b,f*)J_T(f*). In either case /* is an accumulation point of points

/ e S(b, ||6-r0||) n F. Lemma 10 implies that

Kf*,r(f*,b))ú ||6-r0||.

We have then that

1/Aá ||6-r0|| Ú \\b-Tx\\ <3£^ 1/A.

This is a contradiction and establishes that each 6 e S(fi e) has a unique projection

onto F.

Set

&u = U S(f, e)

for fe F, and the theorem is established.

Definition 9. The folding v(f) of F at f is y)(f) = s\\p{9 \ S(f, X) n F is

connected for all X á p}.

Lemma 7 states that a smooth submanifold of 7im has positive folding at each

point. The following is a quantititive restatement of Theorem 9.

Corollary 1. With F and Bm as in Theorem 9, let b e Bm and fe PAb) be

given. Set

o = max {o(g) | ||/-g|| á r¡(f)},   e = min [1/3.7, v(fi)¡2].
s

If \\b — F\\<E then fis the unique projection of b onto F.
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It appears that l/3a might be replaced by I/o-, in which case this Corollary is

obviously sharp. However, the method of proof of Theorem 9 does not allow this.

A related result with a stronger hypothesis is given in the next section.

Another consequence of the proof of Theorem 9 is

Corollary 2. With F and Bm as in Theorem 9, suppose that a connected com-

ponent of S(b, d) n F contains fx, f2 e P^(b). Then F has curvature of at least Ißd

in S(b, d) n F.

6. On the topological structure of Nup (F).

Definition 10. A point b e Bm is a Nup (nonunique projection) point of F if

P&(b) consists of more than one point. Further

Nup (F) = {b\b is a nup point of F}

where the bar indicates that the closure is taken.

In a study of the uniqueness of projections onto F we are naturally interested in

the nature of Nup (F). In this section we exhibit a direct relationship between the

topological properties of F and Nup (J^). In order to establish this we perform

the usual [2] one point compactification of Bm to obtain the «z-sphere Sm (which is

to be distinguished from a sphere in Bm). The additional ideal point is assigned to

Nup (8F).

The closure operation may add a certain number of points to Nup (J^) which

are not nup points. These are rather special points which one would intuitively

expect to be "centers of curvature." Conditions under which this is true are given

in the next theorem.

Theorem 10. Let F be a submanifold with continuous curvature of a Minkowski

space Bm. Suppose that b e Nup (F) and b is not a nup point and f= Pjr(b). Then

\b-F\ = p(f,r(fib)).

Proof. For compactness of notation set

r* = r(fi b),    p* = p(f, r*).

It follows from Theorem 7 that \b-F\gp*. The assumption that \\b-F\\

= p* — y, r¡ > 0, leads to a contradiction as follows. Since the curvature is continuous

at/ there is an £>0 so that ¡/— g\\ ge, \\r* — r(g, c)\\ <e implies that p(g, r(g, c))

^p* — -q¡2. It is known (and easily shown) that P is continuous at b in the sense

that given £>0 there is a 8>0 so that ||* —c|| <8 implies \\f—P(c)\\ <e. Thus there

is a 8>0 so that ||6-c||<8 implies that ||/-P(c)||<e and \\r*-r(P(c),c)\\<E.

Hence every point c in S(b, 8) has Pjr(g)<=S(f, ¿)C\F andp(g, r(g, c))^p* — -n¡2.

Since Bm is Minkowskian, every point « on r(g, c) with \\h — F\\ gp* — 3-qj4 has a

unique projection onto F. Set p = m'm [8, tj/4] and this implies that

S(b, p) n Nup (F)

is empty. This is a contradiction and completes the proof.
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Theorem 11. Let F be a closed submanifold with continuous curvature of a

Minkowski space Bm. Then Nup (F) is a deformation retract of Sm — F.

Proof. For b $ F, b $ Nup (F) set fi=P(b), r* = r(fi b),

a'(b) = min {| /-c|| | c e r* n Nup (F)},

a(b) = a'(b)l\\f-b\\.

We take the minimum of the empty set to be +co and note that a(b)> 1. Define

<f>(t, b) = b for b e Nup (F) and

^6) = PW+1_;-_P;^)r       ^Nup(^).

It is clear that «¿(0, b) = b and <f>(l, b) e Nup (F). For b $ Nup (F), P(b) is a con-

tinuous function of 6. Further <j>(t, b) is continuous in t and a for 0 ^ / = 1 and

a > 1 in the topology of Sm. We show that a(6) is a continuous function of 6. It

follows directly from Theorem 7 that

«(6) ^ P(fi r*).

The assumption that there is a sequence {cj which converges to b <£ Nup (J^) so

that \a(Ci) — a(b)\^rj>0 leads to a contradiction as follows. If a(c¡)<a(/j) for

infinitely many / then a subsequence of {0(1, c¡)} converges to a point

c e Nup (F) n r*.

Thus || /—c|| < || f—<f>(l, 6)|| =a'(6) which contradicts the definition of a'(b).

Suppose that a(6)<c£(c() for infinitely many i then «£(1,6) is contained in the

interior of the segment s(fi c). Since Bm is Minkowskian it follows from Lemma 1

that (/>(l, 6) is not a nup point. Since 0(1, b) e Nup (F) it follows from Theorem 10

that

||0(1, b)-F\\ =P(fir*) = p*.

Since the curvature is continuous, given r¡¡2>0 there is a 8>0 so that ||/— g|| <8

implies that p(g, r(g, c))<p*+r¡¡2. Thus for ||c¡ — Z»|| sufficiently small

a'(Cl) Ú p(P(Ci),r(P(Ci), Cd) < p* + E = a'(b) + r¡l2

which contradicts the supposition on a(ct).

If b e Nup (F) and 6 is not a nup point then the preceding argument shows that

a(b) is continuous.

Suppose that 6 is a nup point. For points 6 e Nup (F) then the continuity of

<f>(t, b) is clear. Further if c¡ -> 6 and a(c¡)< 1 —q, then a contradiction is reached

as before. Likewise if \\b-F\\ + r¡<a'(c¡)^ A<oo a preceding argument leads to a

contradiction.

Finally we show that if a(¿»)<oo, then |a(c¡) — a(b)\ cannot be unbounded. If

0(1, 6) is not a nup point, then the above argument applies. The remaining case is
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based on the following fact: Let 8Sx and 8S2 be two closed spheres in a Minkowski

space Bm which have a common hyperplane of support at a common point which is

collinear with the centers of the spheres. Then either 8Sx = 8S2 or dSx c> 8S2

consists of a single point. Let z be a point on the ray r(fb) with \\z—.F\\

= 2¡I<p( 1, b)—J5"||. Then S(z, \\z —f \\) contains points of F. Furthermore, as ct -»■ b,

there are points z¡ e r^Pfo), c¡) which converge to z and if |a(c¡)| -> +oo, these

points have a unique projection onto F near f. However S(zu ||z¡—^"||) is arbitrarily

close to S(z, \\z-f\\) and hence for i sufficiently large S(zu ¡Zj-J5")!) contains

points of J5" bounded away from/ This is a contradiction and concludes the proof.

Examples show that the hypothesis of continuous curvature is essential to the

continuity of <p(t, b). However, these examples also suggest that the conclusion of

this theorem is valid with a weaker hypothesis on &. This theorem is stated in [8],

but the hypothesis of the continuity of the curvature is missing.

One may combine this theorem and the Alexander duality theorem to establish

a precise relationship between the topological nature of !F and Nup (F). Let

RP(F) denote the pth Betti number of 9£ for chains mod n [4]. We have

Corollary 1. IFz'i« the assumptions of Theorem 11 and that the Alexander duality

theorem applies, then in Sm we have the following relation

Rl(F) = Rp(Nup (F)) + 8v,m_x - 8p,o

where 8U is the Kronecker 8.

This corollary may be used to establish a variety of more specialized results. The

following typical result is a consequence of Theorem 11 and known facts on

Motzkin sets. See [10, Theorems 7.8, 7.10].

Corollary 2. The only submanifolds F of a smooth Minkowski space for which

Nup (¡F) consists of exactly p points is a convex body with exactly p disjoint balls

removed.

7. A related concept and nonmanifold problems. The study of projections onto

submanifolds is a natural step toward a geometric theory of nonlinear approxima-

tion. However, such a theory does not apply to many of the most interesting non-

linear approximation problems. For example, let F(A, x) be a varisolvent function

(see [7] for definitions), X=(xx, -.., xm) and define

F = {(F(A, xx), F(A, x2),.. .,F(A, xm)) | all A}

as a subset of «i-dimensional vector space Bm. Varisolvent functions are among the

most interesting nonlinear approximating functions. The following theorem

consolidates known facts and results whose proofs will appear in [9].

Theorem 12. Assume the degree n(A) of F(A, x) is not constant. Then F is

neither convex nor a manifold nor closed.
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Federer introduced the concept of reach in [3] in order to give a unified treatment

of projections onto both manifolds and convex sets in Euclidean space. We make a

modified definition of reach which extends the concept to Banach spaces and

makes the reach a local property (analogous to curvature) of F.

Definition 11. The reach of F at fis

w(f) = Lim min {||/-¿»|| | 6 e Nup [F n S(fi e)]}.
e-0      b

The reach w(F) of F is infw(f) for fe F.

A variety of properties of the reach are given in [3]. Some, but not all, of these

carry over directly to the present context.

In this paper the study of the uniqueness of projections has been made using a

concept of curvature analogous to that of classical geometry. It is possible that

projections and uniqueness are more natural and intrinsic concepts than curvature

(i.e., perhaps one should define curvature in terms of the uniqueness of projections).

When the more general and interesting problems are studied it seems certain that

something similar to reach will play the role of curvature and enter the theory in an

essential way.
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